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Principles of Frequency Doubling with a Diode

The generation of harmonics with a diode can be
conceptualized from the viewpoint of the current-voltage
(I-V) curve of the general diode, as illustrated in Figure
1. Due to the nonlinearity of the diode, a sinusoidal signal
that passes through the diode gets distorted. The distorted
output signal, by definition, must have higher frequency
Fourier caTqcents.

The basic schematic of the frequency doubler is
illustrated in Figure 2. The doubler was matched to 50 ohm
lines. The lowpass filter serves the purpose of preventing
reflections of the higher harmonics from reaching the
frequency source. This allows the source to produce a clean
signal. It also helps prevent noise from the frequency
source at the desired doubled frequency from reaching the
diode and the output port of the doubler. The bandpass
filter allows only the desired harmmnics to reach the output
port. The resistor Rb detenires the dc bias of the diode.

The manufacturer which supplied the diode for this
project was M/A-COM, Inc. The diode which M/A-COM
reccmmended is a "dual-mode" diode, part #MA44706. The term
"dual mode" is jargon used by M/A-COM to refer to the
two specific mrchanisr in this type of diode which produce
the harmonics. One mechanism is the abrupt change in diode
capacitance versus bias voltage, as illustrated in Figure 3.
[1]
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I-V curve of diode,
SI(V)

Vb

Distorted output signal,
I(t)

t
Key:

I m Current
Input signal, V = Voltage

v(t) -"t = Time
S Vb = Breakdown Voltage

V

Figure 1: Representation of signal distortion by the diode.
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>oz0R b Z 0z0output

Input >
............-..- .. 2 -- : -J

Lowpass Impedance Impedance Bandpass
Filter Matching Matching Filter

Network Network

Key:
Zo ............................. Characteristic impedance of

transmission line

T ........................... Dual-mode diodeT
I Rb ......................... Bias resistor

Figure 2: Basic schematic of frequency doubler

Junction
Capacitance, Cj

Breakdown
Voltage

+V -V

Figure 3: Dual-mode diode capacitance voltage law.
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The other harnonics-producing mechanism in a dual mode
diode is an abrupt change in charge versus input drive
voltage. During the positive half of a sinusoidal signal,
charge is stored. This charge is then extracted during the
negative half of the cycle. The diode has a low impedance
until it is completely discharged. The charge is completely
extracted before the end of the negative half of the cycle,
at which time the diode stops conducting, creating a sudden
change (snap) to high i pedace, as illustrated in Figure 4.
[2] The time period fran the start of the cycle, when the
diode begins to charge up, to the end of discharge is called
the lifetime. [3] The snap causes the formation of a
voltage pulse, which may be rich in haxnnmics. Snaptime is
the time it takes for the diode to change from conducting to
nig during the snap. [4]

Current of RF
Signal

7 

t

Lifetime V
Snaptime

Figure 4: Snap of a dual-mode diode.
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The efficiency of the diode E ff may be affected by the
diode 's ugper cutoff fregiecy, as expressed by the following
equatin:

Eff = exp(-a Fout/Fc) (1)

where a is a constant which depends cn the drive level and
the capacitance voltage lam of the diode, Fot is the desired
output frequency in GHz, and Fc is the cutoff frequency of
the diode in GHz at a self bias voltage (usually about -6
volts). For a dual mcde diode at a drive level of -6 volts,
a = 6.9. [5]

Taking the natural log of both sides of equation (1) and

solving for Fc, the following equation is obtained:

Fc = -a Fout/in(Eff). (2)

Multiplier diodes used in x2 multiplication tend to have
efficiencies up to 60%. [61 Usir equatian (2), and pluging
in several values of efficiency, values of cutoff frequency
have been calculated and talated in Table 1.

Table 1: Diode efficiency vs. diode cutoff fr

Diode Efficiency Diode Cutoff Frequency, GCz

60% 127
20% 40
10% 28
1% 14

From Table 1, it becares obvious that the theoretical values
of cutoff frequency are likely to be canfortably higher than
the desired output frequency of 9.4 GHz. Most modern dual-
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mode diodes have cutoff frequencies of 200 to 300 GHz
minimum. [7] The MA44706 diode is listed in the M/A-COM
Semiconductor Products Master Catalog #SP101 as having a
minimm cutoff frequency of 200 GHz, which is much higher
than the theoretical values.

Figure 5 illustrates the diode model re=uended by
M/A-CCM. The inductance L is assumed to be negligible.
Junction resistance and capacitance vary nolinearly with the
signal voltae.

Most dual mode diodes work best with self bias, which
is controlled by a bias resistor Rb in parallel with the
diode. The poer of the input signal sets up a dc bias level,
so that % controls the current through the diode. [8]

L = Inductance

C ' R CjCp = Package capacitance

9 CCj = Junction capacitance

Rj = Junction resistance

Figure 5: Model of dual mode diode as recommended by M/A-COM.
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For dual-node diodes, the suggested bias resistance is
given by

Rbn =(3)
(N2) (O -6)

where TL is the lifetime in seconds, N is the multiplication
order (2 in the case of a frequency doubler) and C.-6 is the
total diode capacitance at -6 volts. [9 ]

Based on the diode model, assuming L is negligible,
CT-6 = C j + C, since the sum of parallel capacitances give
the total capacitance. Thus, equation (3) becres

_ __= (4)
(W) (Cj + C)

The manufacturer indicated that the junction capacitance
of dual mode diode 0%44706 tends to vary from diode to diode
between 0.3 pF and 0.5 pF when a bias voltage of -6 volts is
aqvied. [10]

Table 2, lists data on the #MA44706 diode necessary for
calculating P .

Table 2: Manufacturer Data on the #MA44706 Diode [11]

Parameter Value

Junction apaci tance, Cj 0.4 pF
Package Capacitance, C, 0.18 pF
Lifetire, TL 10 ns

7



Using the information in Table 2, the bias resistance

Rv 8as calculated as follows:

1OTL

() (Cj + ci)

10 (10 X 10-9 s)
= = 35,714.3 Q
(2)2(0.4 X 10-12 F + 0.3 X 10-12 F)

The manufacturer suggested the use of a variable
resistor since the actual value of Rb may vary substantially
from the theoretical calculated value. 7[e calculation above
provides only a rough starting point.

I M =t LO M M Su F ilter D e "n

The lawpass filter was designed to allow frequencies up
to 4.7 GHz to pass through it. However, in order that the
frequency doubler be relatively wide band, it ws necessary
to allow frequencies a little higher through the filter.
Therefore, an upper frequency passband-edge of about 6 Giz
%as chdsen.

The design process of a ircrostrip filter, as outlined
by Bahl [12), consists of three basic steps. The first step
is to design a prototype lowpass filter with the desired
passband characteristics. The second step consists of a
transformation of the prototype network to the required type
of filter (lowpass, highpass, bandpass or bandstop) with
specified center and/or band-edge frequencies. The third
step is the realization of the network in terms of lumped
and/or distributed circuit elements. Figure 6 illustrates
the parameters of interest for the lowpass filter [13]. A
Chebyshev filter model vs assmed, with the passhmnx-ed
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Psband transition stopband

Ls - -

Lm

f, fs f,GHz
0i' (s o), radians/sec

f I = passband edge frequency -=1/2x

L m = Ripple Factor

Ls = minimum insertion loss of stopband-edge

(also called minimum stopband insertion loss)

fs = stopband-edge = o'/2x

Figure 6: Parameters of interest for the lowpass filter.

frequency represented by fl, the ripple factor represented by
It, the stopband-edge represented by f s, and the minimum
stcbard-edge insertion loss designated by Lg. Two notaticns
for the frequency danain are shown in Figure 6 since sane
authors prefer to represent the frequency in terms of GHz
while others prefer to represent it in terms of radians per
second. The cutoff frequency fc is defined where the signal
por is half the peak power in the passhern. Usually, f, is
only slightly less than fc, so for all practical purposes f,
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and fc are ax cItey equal.
In designing the lowpass filter, the author made sue

significant errors. The following discussion cn the correct
design is, in turn, followed by a discussion of the incorrect
design and the results.

The correct design process was initiated by choosing
fl, fs and Ls, and calculating fs/fl, or ws',o'. These
parameters were applied to the nomograph illustrated in
Figure 7 in order to determine the number of sections n the
filter shuld have [14). In the th, te scale labeled
"Inserticn Loss - dB" refers to ,..

Thble 3 illustrates two trials of parameters and the
resulting nmber of sections. For Chebyshev filters, an even
number of sections yields different values for the first
normalized innittance element value go and the last (load)
element value g. ,. This is undesirable since an impedance
matching network would then be necessary to return to a 50
obm line. tus, an odd numter of elemeats was favored.

Table 3: Two trials of lompass filter design

paraeters and the resultina mber of sectio .

LA LO fl fS fa/fl n Comnts

0.2 30 6.0 19.2 3.2 3 Preferred
0.2 30 6.0 13.2 2.2 4 Not desired

Figure 8 illustrates the lc wass prototype filter for
n = 3. The series element values, gj and g3, represent
normalized i pedances. The shunt element value g2 represents
a normalized adnittance. The first element value go rerests

10



1.01 ~-*-12.00
140 

1.00

"..1. 0
+.1 00 a*

70 -  .

S"6o . 0.20

0. 010

%. 903

3.0 o00
7.0~ 1001

2Co.0~ 20 0.02

12.0~ 0.

14.0 0.01 0.01

Figure 7: Nomograph for selecting number of sections
of Chebyshev filter for given ripple and insertion
loss in stopband.

L1 L3

Source 4 A

Figure 8: Circuit diagram of lowpass prototype filter (lumped-element model).
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Table 4, swleent values for a Chebyshev lowpass prototype
filter. Note that go - 1.

Vaiue
Uan9. g 9i 0. 0, .b *, I b ~ h

0.01-E Rlpde

a 0.6o0 t93 o

2 0.48 0.4071 1.1007
3 0.11 0.9702 0.1251 1.0000

0.712 1.003 1.3212 0.4474 1.1007
0.73 1.3041 1.5773 1.X49 76 1.0000

G 0.7813 16 1.6 I. 0 1.417 Wm 1.140
7 0.7 1.3924 1.74101 1.6331 1.7481 I.2M4 0.70 1.0000

8 0.@072 1.4130 1.7824 1.03 1.11 1.4193 1.114 0.7333 1.1007

S U44 1,4270 15043 1.7125 I0 1.7125 1.8043 1.427 0.144 1.0m
10 0.1116 1.430 J12 1.7311 1A6 1.71 1.5m I67 IM17 0.746 1.1057

0.1.65 Ripl.

0063 1.0000
2 0.430 0.6220 1.355
3 1.0315 1.1474 1.0315 1.0000
4 I.IM 1.3051 1.703 0.110 1.3U4
5 I.I6 1.3712. 1.3790 13712 1.14W 1A
a 1.1661 1.4= 2.62 1.70 1 A 0 13 1.31
7 1.111 1.4223 2.0566 1.5733 2.016 1.43 1.1311 1,0000

o 1.157 1.4346 2.110 1.010 2.166 .60 I,.3444 0.5776 1.35I4
I .l95 1.4425 2.1345 1.6167 2,,053 1.6167 2,1345 1.442 1,111 1.0000

10 1.110 1.4481 2.144d 1.A 2M 1.4413 0 1.0021 .6 0 1.564

1 0.4342 1.0000
2 1.373 0.6745 1.53m
3 1.2275 1.1525 1.227S 1.0000
4 1.3 1.244 1.4761 0.463 1.CM 36
S 1.334 1.3370 2.1660 1.3370 1.3M4 1.0000
6 1.3li 1.33 2.2334 1.455 20074 O0M I.3M
7 1.37 1.371 2.2756 1 2.2756 I.731 13722 1.0000
a 1.3M94 I.3S 2.2963 1.5217 2.3413 1.4625 2.1349 0.3372 1.5336
9 1.3669 I.133 2.303 1.0 237 13 2 3 1.3333 1.360 1.0000

10 1.31 1. 2.3181 1.5417 2304 I.6 2 1.506 2L1514 0A034 1.12

0.5.6- Rlp

1 OAM 1.0000
2 1.4m 0.7071 1.9541
3 tJm 1.067 I.5563 1.0000
4 1.A703 1.1126 2.3661 0.3419 1.1641
1 1.7M 1.23 2.5408 1.2296 1.706 1.0000
* 1.7264 1.2479 2.5064 1.3137 2.475M 04566 1.1641

7 1.7372 1.23 2.381 1.3444 2.6331 1.2M3 1.7372 1.0000

3 1.7451 1.2647 2.64 1.360 2.6364 1.3363 2.5033 0.5716 1.941

9 1.710d 1.23 2.0178 1.3673 2.72339 1.3673 2.6678 1.2 1.704 1.0000

10 1.7543 1.2721 2.6754 1.3725 2.7332 1.3306 2.7231 1.3486 2.3M 0.342 1M41
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normalized impedance as seen fran the filter when looking
towards the signal source. The last element value g4
reresents normalized i as seen by the filter trds
the right, i.e., it represents the load.

Equations to obtain the normalized immittance element
values for Chebyshev filters are provided throughout the
microwave literature, such as by Bahl [15]. However, using
these equations, the element values have been tabulated by
Bahl [16] for the convenience of engineers. The tabulated
element values are repeated in Table 4.

Using Table 4, forL m= 0.2 dB and n = 3, the element
values have been obtained, as shown in T e 5.

Table 5: Elment values of the lowpms filter and
corresponding Iinttances, capwitances and
ind-ctances:

k Eement Ck
Value (Henry) (Picofa-ad)

0 go = 1.0000
1 gi = 1.2275 = Zi/Zo 1.63x10- 9

2 g2 = 1.1525 = Y2/Yo 0.611
= Zo/Z 2

3 g3 = 1.2275 = Z3/Zo 1.63x10- 9

4 g4 = 1.0000
Notes: Z0 

= 50 Q and Yo = (1/50) nbos.
All element values are normalized to 50 Q.

The transformation of the lowpass prototype to the
desired frequency band and impedance level was achieved by
using the follcaing two equatios [17]:
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r* = gk(Z/2icfl) for series irgictors,

and (5)

Ck = gk(I/2cflZo) for shunt capacitors,

where k represents the kth section, L* is the inductance in
Henrys and Ck is the capacitance in Farads. In the first
eqpaticn, gk is normalized impedance (Zk/Zo) whereas in the
second equation gk is normalized admittance (Yk/Yo). These
capacitances and iructances are shown in Table 5.

Figure 9 illustrates the transformation of the circuit
in Figure 8 to a distributed circuit. The series inductors
wre replaced by short circuited series stubs and the shunt
capacitor was replaced by a shunt open-circuited stub, as
shown. Each of these stubs was an eighth of a wavelength
long (X/8) at the cutoff frequency. This follows the theory
of Richard's Transformation, which states that an
open-circuited stub that is X/8 long behaves like a capacitor
while a short-circuited stub that is X/8 long behaves like an
inlictor. [18]

14



a) Lowpass prototype filter (lumped-element model).
L L3

Source go g0 92- C 39

b) Lowpass filter after using Richard's transformations to convert
inductors to series stubs and the capacitor to a shunt stub.

Source go 
94

Figure 9: Transformation of lowpass filter to realizable microstrip circuit.
(Part 1 of 4)
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c) The lowpass filter after adding unit length sections in preparation for
use of Kuroda identities.

d) Kuroda identity used to transform all series inductive elements to shunt
capacitive elements. ZB represents the normalized impedance of the
unit length.

ZA

Z1
B n E2

n 2  I + Z/ZA

Figure 9: Transformation of lowpass filter to realizable microstrip circuit.
(Part 2 of 4)

16



e) Circuit configuration after using the Kuroda identity.
Normalized inmmitances are shown here.

n Z A = 2.2275

Source g 94

n2 Z 5

Z2  = 0.82 1 1/1.8147
92 Zo n zB

f) Lowpass filter with impedance of each section in terms of ohms.

The sections were numbered 1 through 5 for convenience.

1 2 3 4 5

Source o11375 111.375 g4 =1

90.735 0

43.38 90.735 9

Figure 9: Transformation of lowpass filter to realizable microstrip circuit.
(Part 3 of 4)

17



g) Microstrip version of lowpass filter. Again, the
sections are numbered. The width of each
section is found by using the program "Microstrip".

1 1

Figure 9: Transformation of lowpass filter to realizable microstrip circuit.
(Part 4 of 4)

Series, closed-circuited stubs cannot be realized using
microstrip circuits, so it was necessary to use Kuroda
identities to ccnvert the series closed-circuited stubs to
shunt open-circuited stubs, as outlined by Pozar [19].
First, an eighth-wavelength of 50 0 line, called a unit
length, was placed to the left of the first series stub and
another unit length was placed to the right of the second
series stub. Then, the Kuroda identity shown in Figure 9d
was used to convert the series stubs to shunt stubs. This
identity converts an inductor in series with a unit length to
a transmissian line in series with a shunt capacitance.

For the first series inductor, ZA = gl = 1.2275 and
ZB = 1, since, in the Kuroda identity, ZB is the unit length
impedance. Thus, the identity yields the following
calculatians-

n2= 1 + ZB/ZA = 1 + 1/1.2275 = 1.8147

(Note that n here has nothing to do with ruier of sectins,
but refers cnly to Kuroda identities.)

18



So the right side of the identity yields:

n2ZA = (1.8147)(1.2275) = 2.2275 = noralized

1/(n2ZB) = 1/[ (1.8147)(1) = 0.5511 noralized admittance

The resulting circuit is shown in Figure 9e. Figure
9f shows the same circuit with the impedance value of each
section. The sections were nutmered for convenierce.

In order to transform the filter to a microstrip
circuit, a program called "Microstrip" was utilized. This
program, written by an engineer at Fort Momouth, euploys a
system of equations described in detail in Appendix A. The
parameters that the user enters into "Microstrip" are the
circuit board dielectric constant, the dielectric thickness,
the height of the metal casing above the circuit board
ground, the copper thickness and the design frequency, as
illustrated in Figure 10. The user can then find either the
width of a transmission line for a given impedance or vice
versa. The program then provides the values for %, X/4 and
%/8 along the transmission line in question. A value of
100,000 microns was entered for the height of the casing
above the circuit since the circuit was designed with no
casing involved, i.e., the case height was essentially
infinite. All the values which were entered are shown in
Figure 10. The resulting dimensions are listed in Table 6.
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Metal Casing

air

h2  t ope

h er Dielectric

Copper
Input Parameters:

er = er = dielectric constant = 2.2
h = dielectric thickness = 787.4 microns

h 2 =height of metal casing above circuit board ground
= 100,000 microns

t = thickness of copper = 12.7 microns
freq = design frequency (= 6.0 GHz = cutoff frequency

for lowpass filter)

Two Alternatives Then Open to the User:

1)Enter ZO, where ZO = characteristic impedance of transmission line.
Obtain the following output parameters: W and X,
where X = wavelength along transmission line section and
W = width of transmission line section.

2) Enter W and obtain the following output parameters: ZO and 1.

Figure 10: Paramters of "Microstrip" program. The value shown for the
design frequency is the passband edge frequency for the
lowpass filter. The other input parameter values apply
to all microstrip sections of the frequency doubler.
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Table 6: Dimeusions of filter sections resultinag from
the use of the iWcrostriUp program.

Key:

k= section muter
Zk = inpsare of kth secticn
wk = width of kth secticn

k= leith of kth secticn

k Zk, fl wk, lkM

0 50 ohms 2392.1 1/8 = 4542.9
1 90.735 chm 2924.2 11 = 4542.9
2 111.375 ohms 1436.2 12 = 11
3 43.38 ohm 6009.5 13 = 11
4 111.375 ohm 1436.2 14 = 11
5 90.375 ohm 2924.2 15 = 11

When the lowpass filter was initially designed
incorrectly, Kuroda identities re riot used.

With Lm = 0.2 dB, fs/fj was chosen to be 6.0/10.0 = 1.7, so
the nomograph in Figure 7 yielded n = 5. The resulting
element values are sha in Table 7.

The inductors shown in Figure 11 were mistakenly converted
to transmission lines of ispedance o n in Table 7. This
changed a five-pole circuit to a three-pole circuit. The
"Microstrip" program vas flien utilized as shon in TWU 8.

L2 L4

INl c 1 1 3 T - 5 77C5.

Figure 11: Five-Pole lowpass prototype filter.
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Table 7: Zlimnt values, imitta a, comaftanoa and
ianctances fow the ui m lo1 filter. note
that the els.it values are mzmlozied to 50 ohm.

k hint CorspMd k Ck
VaUS mmttoe (Boozy) (Picofared)

0 go = 1.0 Zo = 50 m
1 g, = 1.1468 1 = g/Zo

= 0.0229 dmhs 0.608

2 Q = 1.3712 Z2 = g2Zo
= 68.56 ohms 1. 82xi0-9

3 g3 = 1.9750 B3 = g3/Zo
- 0.0395 ms 1.05

4 g4 = g2 Z4 = Z2  1.82xI0-9

5 g5 = gl B5 = Bi 0.608
6 g6 = go Zo = 50 obms

Table 81 Dimnisos of filter eCtimas (for incorrect filter)
re mu tina ftm the Un. of the "Iicroit:r'Ip- progam.

Keys
k = section 1mm
Zk = inpance of kth section
wk = width of kth section
ltk = length of kth section

k Zk, a Wks IM ltk,PM

0 50 ohms 2392.1 X/8 = 4542.9
1 1/B 1 = 43.60 ohms 2924.2 11 = 4542.9
2 68.56 ohms 1436.2 12 = 11
3 I/B 3 = 25.32 ohms 6009.5 13 = 11
4 68.56 ohs 1436.2 14 = 11
5 1/B5 = 43.60 ohms 2924.2 15 = 11



In order to isolate the circuit fran unwanted do bias, a
chip capacitor placed in series with the lowpass filter was
necessary. A 3.3 pF capacitor was available. Since a
capacitor in series with a 50 9 line behaves like a highpass
filter with a cutoff frequency f ,p it was informative to
find out the cutoff frequency in order to be sure that it was
well below the frequencies of operation. This was done as
follows [20]:

11

f - = =0.965 GHz (6)
27dC 2n(50 9)(3.3 X 10-12 F)

Thus, fp was much less than the frequencies of interest.

The lowpass filter, including the capacitor, was
simulated on a Hewlett-Packard CAD system named "Microwave
Design System", or INDS". The caputer drawing of the filter
is shown in Figure 12. The sections are represented by
rectangular boxes separated by zero-resistance wires.
Pertinent parameters are listed near each section. Length is
designated by L and width is designated by W. The units are
microns, designated by um. The lengths and widths are
assigned to variables which are defined in the equations
above the diagram. On the upper left hand side of the
drawing are listed the circuit board dimensions and
para ters that were used for this design. For instance, the
dielectric thickness is listed as H - 787.4 microns (or 31mils). The copper thickness T is assumed to be zero, the
default value. ER represents the dielectric constant, and
COND denotes the default caictivity of the copper.

Using MDS, the filter dimensions were altered slightly
until desired simulated results were obtained. For example,
the length of the sections was increased until the simulated
cutoff frequency was brought dwn from 8.6 GHz to the desired
cutoff frequency. The widths of the stubs were adjusted to
decrease the reflections below the cutoff frequency. (The
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altered dimensicas are shus in Figure 12.) These results
were plotted on computer and are shown in Figure 13.
Markers M2 and M4 are cn the S21 plot, ubile marker M is n
the S11 plot. The frxuencies of markers MI, M2 and M are
designated by II, 12 and 14 respectively. The power levels
are esignated by the marker names, i.e., MI, W2, etc.
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3.0GH FREQ 13.0GHz A
3.0GHZ FREQ 13.0 0Hz C

Figure 13: CoaVuter simulated respomse of the lowpass
filter.
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Figure 14 gives the dimensions of the actual filter as
it was fabcicated.

The lowpass filter was etched out of a 31 mil thick
circuit board of dielectric constant 2.2. The chip capacitor
was soldered in place, and the whole lowpass circuit was
mounted onto a brassboard via screws at the four corners.
Its phcograh is shown in Figure 15. The filter was tested
on a Hewlett Packard 8510B network analyzer, yielding the
results plotted in Figure 16. In the plot, Sl is labeled 1
and S21 is labeled 2. Table 9 compares the desired
response, simulated results and actual results.

5.96 .956 5.956

1] Z I

915.91

Capacitor

1.395 1.804 5.910 I*ao4 295

Figure 14: Dimensions of lowpass filter, in millimeters.
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Figure 15: Photograph of lowpass filter. fie author
mi~stakenly built it with the capacitor ai
the rit side of the filter inistead of ai
the left side. Howver, so long as the
capacitor andi filter are in series the
same repose results.



S1log MAO S2 1  log MAG
REF 0.0 d8 REF 0.0 dB
1 10.0 dB/ 1 10.0 d8/
V -30.084 dB V-0.5512 dB- -

MAR <ER '1

EI. 05 G _ _

12

I AAA

START 3.000000000 GHz
STOP 13.e0000000 0Hz

Figure 16: Plot of lowpass filter response.
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Table 9: Comparison of desired, simulated and

actual results of lowpass filter.

Desired Simulated

Ripple Factor =Im = 0.2 dB I'm 0
fj = f = 6.0 GHz S21 -3.0 dB A fe = 6.2 GHz
fe = 10.0 GHz S21 =-30 dB @ fs = 7.4 Giz
L = 30.0 dB S21 = -66.4 dB @ 9.43 Giz

Actual Results:

Im= 0.79
@ f, = 6.05 GHz, S21 = -1.4 dB and S11 = -8.11 dB
@ fs = 8.25 GHz, S21 = -29.83 dB: L = 29.83 dB
@ f = 9.4 Giz, S21 = -29.70 dB

Outut CouDled-Line Bandoass Filter Design

The desired bandwidth for the frequency doubler was 10%
of the design frequency. Since the design frequency was 9.4
GHz, the desired output bandwidth was 0.94 GHz. However, as
explained by Cohn [21], the actual bandwidth of a coupled-
line bandpass filter is always lass than the value assumed in
the design. Thus, as a rule of thumb, the filter should be
designed for a somewhat larger bandwidth than is actually
desired. Using the MDS CAD system, several bandwidths were
tried until the simlated results were ccnsidered reasonable.

The design process, outlined by Bahl [22], is similar to

that of a lowpass filter but involves many mre calculations.

Figure 17 defines the pertinent design parameters and
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compares them with the corresponding lowpass prototype
characteristics. ( 23 ] (24] As with the lawpass filter design
discussed earlier, a Chebyshev response was assumed. Below
are listed the design parameters used for the bandpass
filter:

L = 36 dB
r, = Ripple Factor = 0.1 dB
fr = center frequency of passband = 9.4 GHz
f, = 8.74 GHz
f2 = 10.06 GHz

= Bandwidth = 1.316 GHz = 0.14 fr
fa = edge of loer stpband = fj - 1 GHz = 7.74 GHz
fb = edge of upper stpband = f2 + 1 G = 11.06 GHz

After the design paraet er s were chosen, q'Io' was
calculated as lows C-:

031' fr fb ir 9.4 1o06 9.4

S - -- j 1.6 E - 1] 2.33 (7)
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a) Lowpass filter prototype characteristics for Chebyshev response.

Passband transition stopband

I I

Ls
I I
I I
I I

Lm

f, fs f, GHz
(q Cos .co, radians/sec

b) Corresponding Chebyshev bandpass filter characteristics.

t I I
Ls ... ..-----------

I'I Ili

Lm .F

f a f, fr f2 f b f.GI-z

Figure 17: Comparison of lowpass filter prototype characteristics with the
corresponding bandpass filter characteristics.
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By applying o'/al' = 2.33, In = 0.1 dB, and Ls = 36 dB
to the r in Figure 7, the number of sections n vas
found to be 5. By applying n and Lm to Table 4, the
Chebyshev element values were obtained, as shown in Figure
18.

Figure 18 show aie of several possible impned-element
models of a bandpass filter. [26] The series inductance and
series capacitance for the kth section were found fran the
following two uations (27]:

gkZo 21c BW
k- 1 Ck =(8a)

2x~ EN gkZOo0j 2

where w0 =2Ef,. The shunt inductor and capacitor for the kth
section were found fran the following two uations [28]:

21 BW Z0  gk
Lk -Ck= (8b)

gkf02  2n BW ZO
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Lii C L3Z

k Element Lk k Comments
Values, gk (Henry) (Farad)

0 g 0 = 1.0000 50 ohm line
1 g = 1.1468 6.3xO9 4.134X10-14 Series section
2 g1 = 1.3712 8.644x10-11  3.317x10-12  Parallel section
3 g2 = 1.9750 1.194X10-8  2.401410 14 Series section
4 g 3 = 1.3712 8.644410 11  3.317410 12  Parallel section
5 j' = 1.1468 6.935x10- 4.134X10-14  Series section
6 j5 = 1.0000 50 ohm line

6

Figure 18: Lumped element model of bandpass; filter. Note that
ZL = load impedance.

Figure 19 illustrates a coupled-line bandpass filter
with 5 sections. The length of each resonating section
equals a quarter wavelength at 9.4 GHz along a 50 9 line.
Using the Micros trip program, this length was found to be
x/4 = 5781 .
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SooQ L0M L 12 L23 L34 L45 L 56

S P M -a .,
S120-T1

SP2 3  O- I

P34  34W 4

5 P 45 - A W 50 I

Note: All resonator lengths are equal SP t L50

toa quarter wavelength along .56 i 0
a 50 0 line. 4-

Figure 19: A coupled-line bandpass filter with 5 interior sections.

In order to obtain the desired impedance for each
section of the filter, a lengthy group of equations was used.
They make use of K-inverters in addition to even-mode and
odd-n ipedances in order to find the widths of resonators
and the spaces between resonators. These equations are
outlined in Tables 10 and 11. Table 12 summarizes the
design meters derived from these equations.



Table 10: Finding the widths of the resonators of a
bandpass filter.

Even and Odd Impedances for Exterior Sections [29]:

(ZOG) 01 = (ZOnnl= ZO{1 + [1 + (g 1 /2)tan(*1 )]-l/2}

and (9)

(Zoo)oi = (Zoo)n,n+i = ZO{ 1 - [1 + (gj/2)tan( j)]-l/2}

wbme
(Zoe)k,Jc.1 = even iredneof the kth setion

(Zo~kk~ =Odd ilTpedance of the kth section,,
ZO m50 9,

-j nfl/2fr = (xX&74G z)/[2(9.40 GHz)] = 1.4605 radians

Impedance-Inverters for interior Sections [30]:

-=(n/4) (BW/fr) (1/ggk+1 ) 1/2 (10)
zo



Table 10 (continued):

Even and odd Impedances of Interior Sections [31]:

(Zo.)k,k+l = (P)[Nk,k+1 + (Kk,k+I/ZO)]

and (11)

(Zoo)k,k+l = (P)[Nk,k+l - (Kk,k+l/ZO)]

2gjZO
p = (12)

2 + gjtan(4 )

and

Nk,k = {[k,k+1/ZO] 2 + (tan 4Q)/2] /2 (13)

Iu~edanoe of Each Resonator [32]:

Zk,k+1 = [(Zoo)k,k+l (Zoo)k,k+1]1/2  (14)

This last equation is then applied to the '"icrostrip"
program in order to ebtain the width of section mnber k,k+l.
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Table 11: Obtaining the spacing

betwen resonators ( 33].

Dfinition of Variables:

Zo. = even-cde iedane of a given remut= pair.
Zoo O&irX inpda of a given resonator pair.
w = width of mcrsrp in renats pair.
H = thicknss of dielectric of circuit board.
(Wr = W/H of a single microstrip transmission line of

characteristic imedance Z/2.

(W/H).o " W/H of a single rotrip tranission line of
characteristic ipedance ZOO/2.

s,k+ spacing between the rers of resonator
pair #kc,k+l.

Finding (WH)

60 x2
d =(15)

(Z09/2) (F-r) i /n

2 2
(W/H)g : __(d-1) - - ln(2d-1)

05x

Sr-i
+____ [in(d-l) + 0.293 - 0.517/er] (16)

ner
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Table 11 (c ntAimed):

d = (17)

( 0o0/2) (sr) V2

2 2
(W/H)s = -(d-1) - - ln(2d-1)

er-i

+- [Jn(d-1) + 0.293 - 0.517/er] (18)

Xer
Finding Scacirng Divided by Dielectric Thickness (equatian
19):

Spk,k+l

H

-1 cos[- M/2) (W/H) se) I+ cosh( M/2) W/H)J -so .
(21/70 cosh

coshf7c/2)(W/H so]-ash (l/2) (W/H) se] I
(19)
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Table 12: Tabulated design parameters of bandpass
filter.

k,k+l Kk,k+l Nk,k+1 (Zoe)k,k+l (Zoo)k,k+]l Zk,k+1 Wkk+I

- (0)) (9) (Om)
Zo

01 0.3097 70.12 29.88 45.77 2712.9
12 0.0877 4.5160 42.73 41.10 41.910' 3077.8044
23 0.0668 4.5156 42.53 41.29 41.905 3078.3530
34 0.0668 4.5156 42.53 41.29 41.905 3078.3530
45 0.0877 4.5160 42.73 41.10 41.910 3077.8044
56 0.3097 70.12 29.88 45.77 2712.9

(Continued)

k,k+l (W/3)20 (W/H) so Spk,k+. Spk,k+1

H

01 5.0681 14.4289 8.16x10-4 0.643
12 9.4808 9.9343 1.105 870.2
23 9.5345 9.8795 1.276 1005.1
34 9.5345 9.8795 1.276 1005.1
45 9.4808 9.9343 1.105 870.2
56 5.0681 14.4289 8.16x10-4 0.643

Notes: Width of a 50 Q line = W= 2380 m
Length of Each Resonator : LO = A/4 : 5781 pm
On CAD system, LO was changed to 5305 pm

Notice in Table 12 that there is synmetry in the
parameters between the first three pairs of resonators and
the last three pairs of resonators, as may be expected.
Thus, it was only necessary to calculate the the first three
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A conent should also be made concerning the widths of
sections 12 through 45. The differences in widths of those
sections were smaller than a tenth of a micron. This
exceeded the accuracy that was possible in the available
fabrication equiirnt. Thus, their widths were essentially
the sam.

As with the lowpass filter, this filter was sinulated on
MDS and the filter parCtexs were altered until reasonable
simulated results were obtained. Figure 20 is a computer
drawing of the circuit along with the modified paraneters.
Notice that the transition from the 50 Q line to section 01
(the first pair of coupled resonators) is a taper, instead of
the step used in typical coupled-line bandpass filters. A
taper is also used between section 56 and the output 50 9
line. This innovation served the purpose of reducing the
reflections and increasing S2, in the passband.
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In altering the parameters on the computer model, a
couple of rules of thumb were utilized. The first rule of
thumb is that the resonant freqtncy increases as the lengths
of the resonators are decreased. The second rule of thumb is
that as the spacing between a pair of resonators is
decreased, the bandwidth is increased while the ripple factor
is decreased.

This second rule of thumb deserves a short discussion.
As the space between resonators is decreased, the coupling
between the two resonators is improved, thus reducing the
ripple factor. Now, suppose a pair of resonators is
represented very approximately by a series RLC section. The
capacitance C may be treated as a parallel-plate capacitor,
where C = (A Eeff co)/d, A is the area of the plates (i.e.,
the area of the facing edges of the resonator pair), eff is
the effective dielectric constant and d is the space between
the resonators. The unloaded quality factor of the RLC
section is Q = 1/2:f1C. If d is decreased, C increases and Q
decreases, so the bandwidth increases. Of course, in
reality, there is also a capacitance which shunts to ground
in the mnicrostrip resonators. But that capacitance remains
the same. Only the series capacitance changes, affecting the
bandwidth. This simplified model neglects the rest of the
surface area of the resonators. However, the same basic
principle applies to those surfaces as the space between the
resonators is varied. Thus, this highly simplified
discussion of a very coplicated field interaction is still
valid.

The spacings S oi and S 56 were too small to be realizable
with the equipment available. Another limiting factor was
the ability of the computer to model such small spacings.
Thus, they were assigned the smallest values which the
caputer could model, namely, 80 microns.

Figure 21 illustrates the simulated response of the
filter. It plots Sil and S21 in dB versus Hz.
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Designer: Jeffrey Himmel
Simulation Result: of Design of 25 S£TDEPWER 1992

Batnzet-DATASET2 Qua| if ier-'O

, I , I Ml I

V M3

"I.. . I C z - l ,

0 c;

1=I -. 428 E+00
11 = 9.0100E+09 i , 1

I Ci

q o*M2 -13.276E-03*'
( -9.4371E+09-1--

;..:.. .-.. 1-. " _ _ 1

7.0 GHz FREQ 12.0 GHz A
7.0 GHz FREQ 12.0 G1-z B

3Figure 21: simulated bandpass filter rexpose in dB
vs. z.
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The bandpass filter was fabricated by the same
tecniqesas the lczwpass filter. Its ~htgahis sbown in

Figure 22. It was tested on the Hewlett Packard 8510B
network analyzer, yielding the response som in Figure 23.
In Figure 23, Su is rqresented by plot nimber 1 and S21 is

r~,esetedby plot mmbier 2.

Figure 22: Photogxupb of bandpass filter.
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Sl og MAG S2 1  Iag MAG
REF 0.0 dB RE 0.6 do

I6. 6 do/ a a.. dB/
-15.697 do -2.9452 do

S- I I

START S. 50066*G~ GHz
STP 10.500ee606 0Hz

Figure 23: Response of bandpass filter.

Table 13 compares the desired response, simulated
response and actual response of the bandpass filter. The
ripple factor recorded for each of the three cases is the
largest value of Lm. For the actual response of the filter,
fI and f 2 are defined where the value of S21 is 3 dB below
that at fr, thus allowing the determination of the 3 dB
b&4h.



Table 13: Comparison of the desired response,
simulated response and actual response of
the bandpass filter.

Desired Simulated
I. - 30 dB

g-36 dB I = 1.48 dB

In - 0.1 dB I fr = 9.44 GHz, S2 1 - -0.013

fr - 9.4 G~z dB and S11 = -25.15 dB

fj = 8.74 Gz @ fl = 8-.91 Gz, S21 - -2.2
dB and S11 

= -3.88 dB
f2 " 10.06 GHZ @ f2 = 9.94 GHz, 21 - -2.50

BW - 1.316 GHz 0.14 fr dB and S11 = -3.58 dB

f& = 7.74 Gz BW - f2 - fj - 1.03 GHz
- 0.11fr

-b 11.06 QHZ O faw 8.7 GHZ,

S21 = -29.43 dB

I fb w 10.24 GHZ,
S21 = -30.17 dB

Actual

L.= 0.8 dB
@ fr = 9.4 GHz, S21 = -2.96 dB and S11 =-15.04 dB
@ f, = 9.17 GHz, S21 = -6.40 dB and S11 - -11.40 dB
@ f 2 = 9.94 GHz, S21 = -6.60 dB and S1 = -3.62 dB
3 dB Ba-w idt= 0.77 GHz = 0.08fr
@ fa M 8.7 GHz, $2 -34.5 dB
@ fb = 10.24 GHz, S21 = -36.1 dB
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Desiqn Of Diode Section of Frequencv Doubler

In the design process of the diode section of the
frequency doubler, there were two main concerns, namely,
inaM matching and biasing of the diode.

/-all gave typical i of the inprt and output
ports of the MA44706 diode. frese hirednces vary from diode
to diode. The input ieance Zi ranges fran 5 Q to 10 a,
while the output im0edance Zou ranges fran 40 0 to 50 Q.
Zo is reasonably close to 50 Q, so it was initially assmed
that inpedance matching was unnecessary for the output port
of the diode. However, ice matching was definitely
necessary for the input port. Here, it was assumed that Zin
was in the center of the range of possible values given,
namely, 7.5 go

The technique of designing the impedance matching
network is described in detail by Pozar. (34] The network
consists of a shunt stub of length is at a distance d from
the load, as illustrated in Figure 24. It is easier to work
with admittance when dealing with shunt elements. The
distance d is chosen so that the admittance looking towards
the load at that distance is YA = YO - jB, where YO = I/Z0 and
Zo = 50 Q. Thus, d matches the real part of the admittance.
The susceptance -B is inductive. Thus, to match the
imaginary part of the admittance, a capacitive shunt element
of sc a +B is necessary. This is provided by a 50 0
shunt stub, the length of which is chosen to provide the
necessary capacitive susceptance of +B. Thus, with the stub
in place, when looking fran the stub down the transmission
line towards the load, the admittance that is seen is Y = Yo
+ jB - jB = Y0. Using two stubs opposite fran each other
yields even better results since the stub lengths would turn
out to be shorter than that of a single stub. Shorter stubs
would make the impedance matching network less frequency
sensitive. [35]
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diode was represented by a real load inpedance ZL=
Zin 7.5 Q. he freqmry which was desired to be delivered
to the load was 4.7 GHz. In ardr to find the wavelenth X
at that freqeny along a 50 0 line, the program "Microstrp"
was used. The circuit board parameters plugged into the
program were the same as with the filters, except that this
time the variable freq - 4.7 GHz. Thus, X = 46445 microns,
or 4.6445 an.

The impedance matching is outlined on the Smith Chart
illustrated in Figure 25. The normalized admittances and
impedances are denoted here with primes. Thus, the
normalized load inped-ane Was

ZL' =Zj 0 = 0.15.

The load admittance YL' may be found on the Smith Chart
cposite ZL' cn the 6.7 SWR circle.

YO Y Yo "- . YL=/ZL

ZL=ZL /Z o0.15, Y'I = -6.7 mhos

is

Figure 24: Impedance matching on input side of diode. Note that the
load represents the diode.
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Thdistance d was found by moving clockwise towards the
generator until reaching the circle of nonmlized cotnuctance

1 1. That point was labeled YA' on the Siith Chart. The
distance d was found to be 0.68k or 3.1552 cm. From the
Snith Chart, YA' = 1 - j2.2. Thus, a total capacitive stub
susceptance of +2.2 was necessary. However, two stubs
opposite from each other were used. Recall that total
capacitance equals the sum of the individual parallel
capacitances. If the total capacitance of the stubs is
denoted by C, and the individual capacitances are denoted by
C1 and C2, then C - C1 + C2. The total admittance is then
jcC = (jwXC1 + C2) = j)CI+ i0 C2 . C1 = C2 , so the two
susceptances are equal. In other words, each stub must
provide a susceptance of +1.1. The length of each stub 19
was found by tracing the edge of the Smith Chart from Y' 0
clockwise (towards the generator) to the angle where B' -
+1.1. (Y' - 0 represents the outer edge of each stub, where
inpedance is infinite.) Thus, 1e = 0.132X = 0.6131 an.

The biasing was acipshed by means of a shunt bias
resistor connected to the circuit in such a way as to avoid
producing reflections or behaving as an antenna. This was
accamplJshed by using a square pad which was a quarter
wavelength on a side. Tta pad was connected to the circuit by
a very narrow line of a quarter wavelength long. This
biasing line was located on the output side of the diode at a
distance from the diode much less than a wavelength at 9.4
GHz. The basic principle behind this topology is that a wave
that leaks fran the 50 0 line to the bias line first sees a
very high impedance on the narrow section and then suddenly
sees a very low irpedance at the quarter wavelength square
pad. These sudden changes in impedance reflect most of the
power of the waves near 9.4 GHz which attempt to penetrate
the bias line. The quarter wavelength dimensions cause the
highest amount of reflection at 9.4 GHz since half the wave
fits folded on itself within the pad as it is being
reflected.
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A diagram of the diode circuit is illustrated in Figure
26.

An atta~pt was nvde to sinlate the frequency doubler on
MDS. However, the software was unable to simulate the
circuit with the output bwa ss filter included.

A drawing of the diode circuit is shown in Figure 27a.
In the fabrication of the diode circuit, a hole was drilled
in the brass plate just deep enough and of the right
dimensions so that the cathode of the diode can have a snug
fit. After the circuit board was etched, a hole just wide
enough for the anode was drilled at the desired location on
the circuit board in such a way so that the diode was offset
slightly fra the center of the 50 0 line. The diode and
circuit board were soldered to the brass plate using Indium
solder since this type of solder has a low rrelting point,
thus avoiding damge to the diode. The anode was soldered to
the circuit board using the usual tin solder, however, since
it was only necessary to expose the anode to high t~erature
mtarily.

Figures 27b, 27c and 27d are illustrations of the
final version of the frequency doubler, as will be discussed
in the next section.
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Figure 27a-: Drawing of diode circiut in its initial form.
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Figure 2Th: Photogzxap* of diode cir~cuit in its final
form.
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*GrTape

Stub D

62

Stub Diuzsas of copper portion

A 5mmu square; copper only mn bottom of dielectric

B 11mm x 5 mm; copper ont top and bottom of dielectric

C 5 mm square, copper on top and bottom of dielectric

D 5 mm square; copper tape

M_ Key:
Mj.-....Copper on one or both

surfaces of dielectric

I ....... egion on stub where
dielectric is exposed on
both sides.

M ........ Copper tape

Figure 27c: Diagram of diode circuit in its final form. Locations and
dimensions of additional stubs are shown. All units are in
millimeters.
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The three nmdular sections of the frequency dbler were
assearled via SMA adapters. The circuit was tested by using
an HP 8340B frequency synthesizer as a source and neasuring
the output with an HP 8566B spectrum analyzer. After the
initial set of results were obtained, the frequency doubler
circuit was modified slightly in order to improve its
perfo~ane.

During the initial set of measurements, when the input
frequency was 4.7 GHz, the best efficiency was observed when
the input power was 11.0 dBm (12.59 mW) and the bias
resistance was set on about 100 kQ. That efficiency was
given by the following equation:

Efficiency = Eff = (Power out)/(Power in)
= 0.35 Mz / 12.59 nW = .0275, or 2.75 %.

Figure 28 shows a plot of the output frequency
response. It is a plot of power (in dau) and efficiency (in
percent) versus frequency. The highest efficiency (5%)
occurred at about 9.5 GHz.

In order to improve the efficiency and response, it was
necessary to dermine where much of the loss was occurring.
The input power was 11.0 d~m, while the output power was no
higher than -2.0 dBm. That means that the overall loss was
at least 13 dBm. Recall that the lowpass filter had an
insertion loss of about 1 dB at 4.7 G4z and that the bandpass
filter had an insertion loss of about 3 dB at 9.4 GHz. This
made it clear that most of the power was being lost in the
central diode circuit itself. Two possible sources of loss
were investigated, namely, the bias line and the impedance
match of the diode to the rest of the circuit.
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Re bias line initially consisted of a fixed resistor in
series with a variable resistor, as illustrated in Figure
27a. The fixed resistor was soldered to the square quarter-
wavelength bias pad. It was found to have some stray
capacitance and/or inductance since if its leads were bent
slightly the efficiency of the frequency doubler would change
significantly. A similar phenomenon was observed with the
wires connecting the variable resistor to the circuit. Any
stray capacitance and inductance also undoubtedly had some
effect on the frequency response of the circuit. Thus, both
resistors were removed. In their place, two variable
resistors were put in series without adding lengths of wire
to the leads in order to minimize any stray capacitances or
inductances. Where the fixed resistor had been, an adhesive
copper tape was placed on the circuit board, with one end
soldered to the square-quarter-wavelength pad and the other
end soldered to one of the rectangular pads (see Figure 27b
and Figure 27c). The width of the copper tape was as small
as could be cut (1 rm) in order to have a high iedance. A
square piece of copper tape was placed on the narrow adhesive
copper line in order to provide some capacitive loading which
reflects more of the signal out of the bias line. The
dimensions of this piece were 5m x 5mi, or approximately a
quarter wavelength on a side. (The exact dimensions of a
quarter wavelength for the tape could not be kno due to the
unknown dielectric constant and thickness of the adhesive on
the bottom of the copper tape.) The edge of the square
copper tape was located 2 mm from the original square-quarter-
wavelength biasing pad. Figure 27b is a photograph of this
final form of the diode circuit, and Figure 27d illustrates
the entire freqency doubler.

The impedance match was improved by cutting out tiny
pieces of 31 rail circuit board and using then as capacitive
stubs, as shown in Figure 27c. Copper was etched away
leaving the desired dimensions. First, the input impedance
was improved with two stubs, one before and one after the
original pair of stubs. Then, the circuit performance was



further iproved with a stub to iuprove the outut
match. These stubs were taped in place once their optimum
locations were found by trial and error. The dimensions of
these stubs were ewpirical.

The results of the modifications are tabulated and
plotted in Figures 29a and 29b, respectively. Notice that
the highest efficiency was now 13.8% located at 9.4 GHz.
Thus, not only was the efficiency improved, but the frequency
response was also improved.

Commercially available frequency doub* xrs tend to have
efficiencies of about 6%. Thus, the usefu passband may be
defined as that region of the response in which most of the
efficiencies exceed 6%. With this definition, the useful
passband of the frequency doubler ranges fran 9.35 Giz to 9.8
GHz. This means the bandwidth is about 0.45 GHz. The
typical efficiency in this defined passband was found
appr ~tely by averaging the measured efficiency values in
the passband. Thus, the typical efficiency was found to be
8.31%.

In future frequency doublers, a few imrverets in the
design and fabrication may improve the circuit behavior.
First, instead of taking the manufacturer's word on the input
and ouatpat impedane of the diode, if time permits, it may be
wise to initially build a diode circuit for the sole purpose
of measuring the input and output impedances. This minimizes
the need for extra tuning ("tweaking") stubs which my have
undesirable effects on the frequency response, such as the
"valleys" in the passband. Second, all filters may be less
lossy if they are soldered to the brass plate, instead of
just bolted down, since this eliminates air gaps between the
circuit board and the brass plate. Such air gaps cause
unknown capacitances which may alter the frequency response.
A third improvement is to place two chip capacitors on the
central diode circuit, one located before the input impedance
matching network and the other after the output impedance
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fl~cblqnetwork. This waad faciI Itate any desired testing
of the Aiod seftion withlat the fiLlters by ioaigit from
dc.
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Synthesizer Key:
iFrequency I  Spectrum

Pn--PIDoubler I JAnalyzer I

p = power of input signalin
Pou = power of output signal at the doubled frequency (first

harmonic).

Eff = efficiency of the frequency doubler

Output
Signal Power

Fundamental at Doubled Pin Pout E
Frequency, Fundamental Fzrquen if

(GHz) (dBm) (Gus) (dLm) (dBm) (%)

4.444 -33.0 8.892 11.0 -28.9 0.13
4.500 -34.0 9.000 11.0 -12.4 0.46
4.548 -38.0 9.100 11.0 -6.1 1.90
4.572 -38.0 9.144 11.0 -3.3 3.72
4.584 -38.0 9.166 11.0 -2.2 4.79

4.600 -37.0 9.200 11.0 -0.5 7.00
4.648 -38.0 9.300 11.0 0.9 9.77
4.676 -38.0 9.350 11.0 1.9 12.30
4.688 -38.0 9.376 11.0 2.0 12.59
4.700 -40.0 9.400 12 w 2.4 13.80
4.724 -38.0 9.450 i..... 2.3 13.49
4.752 -38.0 9.500 ii. - 0.8 9.55
4.792 -41.0 9.578 11.0 -1.9 5.13
4.800 -41.0 9.600 11.0 -3.0 3.98
4.812 -41.0 9.622 11.0 -1.7 5.37
4.832 -40.0 9.664 11.0 -4.3 2.95
4.844 -4U.0 9.686 11.0 -1.2 6.03
4.860 -40.0 9.722 11.0 -3.2 3.80
4.872 -40.0 9.742 11.0 0.3 8.51
4.900 -40.0 9.800 11.0 0.6 9.12
4.953 -41.0 9.900 11.0 -7.4 1.45
5.000 -41.0 10.00 11.0 -24.4 0.03

Figure 29a: Tabulated results of final form of the frequency doubler.
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Figure 29b: Plotted results of final version
of circuit.
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Appendix A: Notes on the Program called "Microstrip"

"Microstrip" is a program which calculates either the
characteristic impedance or the width of a microstrip
transmission line, depending o what the user specifies. It
also corrects the effective dielectric constant ezf for
fand provides the wavelength along the transmission
line. The program is based on two papers, one written by
James J. Lev [36], and the other by M. Kirsching and R. H.
Jansen [37].

The program initially requests the user to enter the
circuit board dielectric constant, the dielectric thickness,
the height of the metal casing above the circuit board
ground, the copper thickness and the design frequency, as
illustrated in Figure 9. It then asks the user whether it
is desired to find the impedance or the width of the
transmission line. If the impedance is desired, the user
enters the width, and vice versa. In either case, the values
for the effective dielectric constant, %, X/4 and X/8 are

Lev wrote his paper to find some calculated value of
ipedc Z 0lc by comparing it to the required value of

pedance Z Oreq through sane iterative process which repeats
in the program until Z Oreq - Zcaj.C = 0. Z Oca is found from
the following equation:

Z0aitr

Zocac = (A-1)[Wf (f=0) ] V2

where eaf (f=O) is the dielectric constant, assuming frequency
is 0, and Z 0ar is the ipedance in an air dielectric. Both
elff and ZOair are found from the following system of
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Zoair = Zoair-- AZoafr (A-2)

Waare

f (w/h)
Zoai. = 60 In [ + [1 + (2h/w)2]1/2 ] (A-3)

w/h

f(w/h) = 6 + (2n - 6)exp[( 0.7M] (A-4)
w/h

AZoair = PQ (A-5)

P = 270 {1 - tanh [1.192 + 0.706 (1 + hh) 1/2

- 1. 389/ (1 + h2 /h)] I} (A-6)

Q = 1.0109 - tanh-1 ([0.012(w/h) + 0.177(w/h)2 -

0. 027 (w/h) 3] 1 (1 + h,2 /h) 2 (A-7)

eff(f=0) = (r+ 1)/2 + (q) (Er-1) /2 (A-8)

er is the dielectric ccstant of the circuit board dielectric

material.

q = ( - a (A-9)

ci,= [1 + 10 (h/w) ]j (A-10)
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j = a(w/h)b( r) (A-Il)

a(w/h) = i(1/49)in { (w/h)2 [ (W/h)2 + (1/52)2]/

[(w/h)4+ 0.432]}

+ (1/18.7)ln[1+(w/18.lh)3] (A-12)

b(Er) = -0.564 [ (Er - 0.9) / (Er + 3.0) ]0o.63 (A-13)

qt = (2/ln(2)__ (A-14)
(w/h)1/

1.164
= tanh 1.043+0.121(h 2/h) - - for (h2/h) > 1 (A-15)

The effective dielectric constant eff is not really a
constant but changes slightly as a function of frequency.
The equations provided by Kirschning and Jansen correct the
&eff for frequjicy. The following equatia is used:

- &eff (f=O)
eeff(f) = er - (A-16)

1 P(f)

where ceff(f) is the effective dielectric constant as a
function of frequency f, and P(f) is given by the following
system of equatioMs:

P(f) = P1P2[(0.1844 + P3P4 )10fh]1.5763 (A-17)



P1 = 0.27488 + (0.6315 + 0.525/(1 + 0.15fh)20]u

- 0.065683 exp(-8.7513u) (A-18)

P2 =0.33622(1 - exp(-O.03442er)] (A-19)

P3 = {0.0363 exp[-4.6u]}{1 - exp(-(fh/3.87)4.97]} (A-20)

P4 = 1 + 2.75{1 - exp[-(er/l5. 9 16 )8]} (A-21)

u-=w/h (A-22)

fh -h/4 (A-23)

X= wavelength in free space

The wavelength % in the transmission line at the design
frequency is then found from the well known definition of
r~t given below (38]:

.%)o= 1 /[eeff (f)J]l/2 (A-24)
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